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AGAINST THE

POLLUTED WIND
Khan’s tolerant and merciful attitude towards all gangsters and corrupt
politicians is just sending the wrong message which is harmful for the
stability of the country. Khan must take stern and uncompromised action
against all mobsters and dishonest so called politicians. Basically deeds and
acts of Nawaz (never) Sharif, Maryam, Bilawal, Fazalur Rehman and
Mehmood Achakzai clearly fall under conspirators and traitors. Softness to
traitors will destroy us all.
Imran Khan is facing a lot of problems; he is trying to fly against the storm of corruption
and deceitfulness backed by all the dishonest, crooked, fraudulent, double-faced,
hypocrite, criminal and convicted politicians, who blatantly and shamelessly are trying
to further fool the imprudent public.

Khan is determined to walk against this contaminated wind, but he is facing
many adversities by walking in this infected air. It’s not only the dishonest,
gangster and criminal politicians, but a large section of bureaucrats,
traders, trade-unions, industrialists, private school owners and

government employees at various positions are working against Khan’s
government, as they are paid by the immoral, unethical and corrupt
politicians like Nawaz (never) Sharif, Asif Ali Zardari (Mr 10%), Fazalur
Rehman (Diesel), Asfand Yar Wali, Achakzai (traitor) and their immature,
adolescent and rubbish beneficiaries, mainly Baby Bilawal and hogwash
Maryam. A big part of journalists is blowing the filthiest trumpet not only
against Khan’s government, but their target is also garrison, for which they
are highly paid by Nawaz Sharif and Indian intelligence agencies.
Imran Khan as Prime Minister faces criticism against his earlier statements, people feel
he is ill-informed about the activities in the country. More-disturbing message the
public convey is the price hike through revised tariff of electricity and raise in petrol
prices after every fifteen days. It’s an exceptional negative practice the concerned
departments have started to defame and create problems for Imran Khan government.
Perhaps Khan is not aware of it or he is over confident to overcome these
glitches, yet to be ascertained.
Hafeez Sheikh, his second “Financial Lizard” after Asad Omar, is otherwise a notorious
figure who damaged the economy during his association with PPP government,
working under Yousaf Raza Gillani, who is now challenging his Senate seat from
Islamabad. Perhaps Khan is ignorant or over confident on this very issue as
well by trusting such controversial person for the most important ministry.
Poor public can clearly see the tactics of traders, industrialists and
commission agents, moreover singing of journalists in this regard, but civil
authorities seem dumb to understand the fight against Khan’s government
by all the previous corrupt bandits through these bodies, or perhaps they
are also the facilitators, especially the judiciary and the police department.
Maryam criticizes Imran government with the word “SELECTED”, her father, she
knows was selected by someone high in military, then every election he contested,
garrison indirectly favoured this joker (Nawaz) against Benazir, but he took it for
granted thinking he’s invincible, which he was not. Nawaz and Benazir played musicalchair for almost 11 years (from 1988 to 1999), it was lucky of our country that General
Musharaf took-over in 1999, but bad-luck of the country that he surrendered before
NROs and the country once again fell into the hands of rascals, looters and bandits.
They wanted to continue this game of musical-chair with a new more aggressive
monetarily crooked entrant Asif Ali Zardari who paved his way after Benazir’s murder.
NOW, Imran is facing the challenge from all these gangsters who are deep
rooted criminals and have influence over traders, number of bureaucrats
and judiciary, who all are relentlessly working under the instructions of
these mobsters, creating problems for Imran Khan and ultimately for our
country.
Main challenge before Khan is to control the price-hike, financial stability, control on
internal disturbance, which is persistently backed by India through our traitor

politicians, even Nawaz seems working for India. Other challenges are:
industrialization, to create jobs, generation of electricity with low rates, reorganizing the
national air-line, which is doomed down since 1990, restructuring of Railway for
inexpensive and quick travelling, rearranging cargo system through track, program for
enhancement of exports and development of tourism industry. Another task is to
streamline the educational system, up-gradation of health system, control on civil
administration, reverting back the 18th amendment, successful implementation of CPEC
and to deal with the Indian threat. Khan who has inherited a badly effected
system from his predecessors, is adamant to mend the ways.
To subside Khan’s efforts towards stability and development, India is investing heavily
through our politicians named above. Maryam has become the main Indian tool being
the main financer to other politicians, she has crossed all the limits of any reasonable
politician, she is using the dirty language, rather language of red-light area. She despite
being on special bail against imprisonment of seven years, convicted of corruption and
forgery, is still on bail though the period of special bail finished long ago. Perhaps the
judge concerned has managed a special way to keep her out of jail. With internationally
proved corruption of her father and family, she shamelessly attacks the national
institutions. She should remember, only traitors attack sensitive institutions and traitors
are hated even by those whom they prefer. No wise man ever thought that a traitor
should be trusted.

“Traitors are more dangerous than enemies”
There are rumors Nawaz had been waiting for over a year for the chance to apply for
asylum in UK. Each time he approached immigration officials, he was told to wait. His
political character and Indian backing is making it harder for officials of UK “Home
Office” to turn him back, especially when home department is headed by an Indian
national.

“The saddest thing about betrayal is
that it never comes from your enemies.
It comes from those
whom the public loves or trusts”
Khan’s poor and lenient administration has given a unique liberty to all the culprits to
growl against the national interest because they know that NO LEGAL action can be
taken against them, as judiciary is favouring them using “Law” as a tool. Our courts
have become “Court of law” not “Court of Justice”.
REPEATING: Khan’s tolerant and merciful attitude towards all traitors is
just sending the wrong message which is harmful for the stability of the
country. Khan must take stern and uncompromised action against all
mobsters and dishonest so called politicians. Softness to traitors will
destroy us all.
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